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Insight, part of a Special Feature on Ecosystem Service Trade-offs across Global Contexts and Scales
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ABSTRACT. Achieving sustainability, i.e., meeting the needs of current populations without compromising the needs of future
generations, is the major challenge facing global society in the 21st century. Navigating the inherent trade-offs between provisioning,
regulating, cultural, and supporting ecosystem services, and doing so in a way that does not compromise natural capital needed to
provide services in the future, is critical for sustainable resource management. Here we build upon existing literature, primarily from
economics and ecology, to present an analytical framework that integrates (1) the ecological mechanisms that underpin ecosystem
services, (2) biophysical trade-offs and inherent limits that constrain management options, (3) preferences and values of stakeholders,
and (4) explicit analysis of how systems evolve through time to ensure the goal of meeting the needs of future generations. Well-known
ecological models define the relationships and trade-offs among services that represents an "efficiency frontier." Well-known methods
in economics that combine preferences that define the willingness of stakeholders to trade off ecosystem services on the efficiency
frontiers illuminate desirable outcomes that meet human needs. System dynamics show how the system will evolve with consequent
impacts on ecosystem services and human well-being and the effects this has on achieving sustainability. Heterogeneity in biophysical
constraints, uncertainty, technological advances, and obstacles imposed by societal factors and governance regimes influence potential
and realized ecosystem services. Using a set of contrasting scenarios, we illustrate how progress can be made toward sustainability and
the important obstacles that must be addressed in doing so. Our framework for analyzing sustainability drawn from economics and
ecology is intended to make an integration of concepts from both disciplines accessible to a wider audience.
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INTRODUCTION
The projected increase in global human population to 9 or 10
billion by mid to late century makes the dual goals of meeting
current human needs and sustaining the Earth’s natural capital
necessary for meeting future human needs both increasingly
critical and more difficult. Growth in global human population
and per capita consumption are creating unprecedented demands
for food, energy, minerals, and other natural resources, and
simultaneously placing great pressures on the global environment.
For example, the combination of population increase and shift in
diet toward more meat has been projected to double demand for
food by 2050 (Tilman et al. 2011). Producing food to meet this
growing demand will likely require increasing yields through
agricultural intensification (Foley et al. 2011) and expanding the
amount of agricultural land (Alexandratos and Bruinsma 2012)
with consequent changes in nutrient and hydrological cycles,
habitats, and climate.
Navigating the trade-offs between provisioning, regulating,
cultural, and supporting ecosystem services, as well as
maintaining natural capital that is critical to generate future
services, is essential for achieving sustainability. Supplying the
increasing demand for provisioning services such as food, energy,
and minerals often comes at the cost of decreasing the supply of
regulating, cultural, or supporting services (Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment 2005). Well-known examples include
trade-offs between increasing crop yield versus maintaining water
quality (Tilman et al. 2002, Zhang et al. 2007), and extraction of
timber versus maintaining biodiversity and carbon storage in
forests (Putz and Romero 2001, Nelson et al. 2008). Increases in
current provisioning services at the cost of regulating and
supporting services translate into negative impacts on natural
capital important for the supply of ecosystem services in the
future. However, sustainability requires leaving to future
1

generations the manufactured, human, social, and natural capital
that will allow them to have conditions equivalent to those of the
current generation (Arrow et al. 2004).
In this paper we draw from an extensive literature in ecology,
economics, and other fields to address issues of trade-offs among
ecosystem services in the context of sustainability. We provide a
simple integrated framework for the analysis of important societal
choices affecting ecosystems and their contribution to human
well-being. This framework has four essential components: (1)
the ecological mechanisms that underpin ecosystem services, (2)
biophysical trade-offs and inherent limits that constrain
management options, (3) preferences and values of stakeholders,
and (4) explicit analysis of how systems evolve through time.
There is a growing array of tools for analyzing how alternative
ecosystem management interventions generate trade-offs in the
provision of different ecosystem services (e.g., Raudsepp-Hearne
et al. 2010, Kareiva et al. 2011, UK National Ecosystem
Assessment 2011, Kline and Mazzotta 2012, Smith et al. 2012,
White et al. 2012). Such tools are in high demand for decision
making in a range of contexts and spatial scales. These tools are
advancing rapidly in sophistication and usefulness. Assessments
of trade-offs among services and the implications these trade-offs
have for social well-being have relied on projected changes in land
use/land cover (e.g., Foley et al. 2005, Nelson et al. 2008, Goldstein
et al. 2012, White et al. 2012, Lawler et al. 2014) and combined
land-use/land-cover change and climate change (e.g., Bateman et
al. 2013). Other work has analyzed management of socialecological systems with potential thresholds in lakes (Scheffer
1997, Carpenter et al. 1999), grasslands (Perrings and Walker
1997, Janssen et al. 2004), coral reefs (Hughes et al. 2003), and
energy use and climate change (Keller et al. 2004, Lemoine and
Traeger 2014).
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Management of social-ecological systems requires understanding
both the biophysical constraints that create trade-offs among
ecosystem services and human values that tell us what ecosystem
services are preferred by different stakeholders and how the
services contribute to their well-being. Major barriers to effective
resource planning and management arise because different
stakeholder groups hold different preferences for and values
about services (Martín-López et al. 2012), and services differ in
their spatial or temporal patterns of benefits and costs (Hein et
al. 2006, Laterra et al. 2012). A wide variety of analytical tools
and approaches are applicable to decisions with multiple
objectives (e.g., Keeney and Raiffa 1993), and researchers in
several disciplines have assessed how different stakeholders
experience and benefit from ecosystem services (Champ et al.
2003, Freeman 2003, Díaz et al. 2011, Chan et al. 2012, MartínLópez et al. 2012). Such assessments can be linked explicitly to
spatial information on service supply to show who benefits and
who bears costs with changes in the bundle of services.
Conceptual frameworks for the systematic assessment of the
likelihood of institutional arrangements leading toward
sustainability (e.g., Ostrom 2009) and models predicting the
outcome based on differences in the organizational power of
stakeholder groups (e.g., Scheffer et al. 2000) are also available.
In a companion paper, we discuss issues that arise because of
conflicting views over what is desirable and institutional
impediments to achieving desired ends (E. G. King, J. CavenderBares, T. Mwampamba, P. Balvanera, and S. Polasky,
unpublished manuscript).
Work done in economics that is primarily directed to economists
is often not read by noneconomists, and the same is true for work
in ecology and in other disciplines. Our main purpose in this
paper is to present key insights on ecosystem service trade-offs
and sustainability that arise in different fields in an integrated
and readily accessible fashion to broaden the reach of this work.
CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS
The current situation in ecosystem services and sustainability
science is somewhat analogous to the situation in economics in
the 1950s. Rapid advances in economic theory and methods gave
rise to a body of new work that became modern welfare
economics. Welfare economics combines producer theory, based
on production functions that describe what is possible in
transforming resources into goods and services (hereafter,
services), with consumer theory, based on utility functions that
describe the contribution of goods and service to the well-being
of an individual (hereafter, utility). In 1957, Francis Bator set
out to provide “a complete and concise treatment of the ... ‘new
welfare economics’” (Bator 1957:22). In his article, titled “The
simple analytics of welfare maximization,” he used logical
arguments based on first principles and graphical analysis.
Bator’s article made the advances in welfare economics more
broadly accessible.
Much of what has been developed in welfare economics is also
broadly applicable to ecosystem services and sustainability.
When applied to the production of services in an economy, the
simple analytics of welfare economics can be used to establish a
“production possibility frontier” that defines the maximum
feasible combinations of services that can be produced with the
resources available. Combining the production possibility
frontier with the utility function of individuals in society defines

a “utility possibility frontier” showing maximum achievable
welfare combinations for individuals in society. The utility
possibility frontier describes the conditions for both production
and consumption necessary to achieve a Pareto optimal outcome,
defined as an outcome in which it is not possible to make any one
person better off without simultaneously making someone else
worse off.
The production possibility frontier can be applied to provision of
ecosystem services that depend on natural capital and ecosystem
processes, as well as other forms of capital, human labor, and
other inputs that welfare economics typically incorporates. For
example, Polasky et al. (2008) used spatially explicit analysis of
land-use decisions to find choices that achieved maximal species
conservation for a given value of marketed commodities and vice
versa. The production frontier framework has been utilized by
others (e.g., Nelson et al. 2008, Kline and Mazzotta 2012, White
et al. 2012) to examine trade-offs between different types of
ecosystem services. One advantage of this approach is that the
model is not constrained to represent productivity for each service
in terms of the common metric of money, but can directly show
trade-offs between different services measured in their own terms.
For example, the species conservation objective was reported in
terms of the number of species likely to persist on the landscape
rather than attempting to quantify species conservation in
monetary terms (Polasky et al. 2008).
Welfare economics is also relevant for ecosystem services and
sustainability because it brings in human values to judge which
alternatives are preferred because they make people better off.
Combining information about the value of services along with
the production possibility frontier can show what alternative
management approach yields the greatest net benefits. However,
there may be a great deal of uncertainty underlying understanding
of both the production frontier and the values, so that a robust
or resilient alternative may be preferable to one that maximizes a
particular realization of the frontier and values (e.g., Lempert
2006, Polasky et al. 2011, Iverson and Perrings 2012).
Much of welfare economics, including the synthesis of Bator
(1957), is done in a static context that does not describe the
evolution of the ecosystem, the economy, or human well-being
through time. More recent analyses that build from a welfare
economic framework have explicitly incorporated economic
dynamics to factor in considerations of what services can be
provided in the future as a function of the amounts of
manufactured, human, social, and natural capital that the current
generation leaves for future generations (Hamilton and Clemens
1999, Dasgupta and Mäler 2000, Heal 2000, Arrow et al. 2004,
Arrow et al. 2012). Work on the dynamics of resource use and
sustainability has deep roots, including an outpouring of seminal
papers in the late 1960s and early 1970s at the time of the rise of
the environmental movement and concerns about resource
scarcity (Krutilla 1967, Arrow and Fisher 1974, Dasgupta and
Heal 1974, Solow 1974, Stiglitz 1974, Clark 1976). To be truly
relevant for sustainability, an approach must incorporate explicit
analysis of system dynamics to describe the evolution of the
social-ecological system over time (cf. Scheffer and Carpenter
2003, Bennett et al. 2005). Otherwise, it is difficult to say whether
natural capital for meeting human needs will ultimately be
compromised following a particular management decision.
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We present a framework that illustrates the feasible combinations
of ecosystem service supply and their trade-offs, and allows direct
visualization of the consequences of different preferences held by
stakeholders. The framework can also be used to explore how
these trade-offs change across spatial or temporal scales, or
identify the factors that underlie the discrepancies in objectives
among groups and governance systems, which impede
sustainability transitions (discussed in greater depth in E. G. King,
J. Cavender-Bares, T. Mwampamba, P. Balvanera, and S. Polasky,
unpublished manuscript).

availability of habitat and water quality because of runoff from
agricultural fertilizer addition. Three different ecological models
from first principles can be used to determine the relationships
between the two services. The first and simplest model captures
the dependence of natural capital stocks on land area. The second
examines the consequences for water quality and agricultural
production of terrestrial nutrient storage and water-filtering
services when nutrients are applied to crops. The third examines
dynamics of cattle herbivores and vegetation biomass in pastoral
grassland systems.

A FRAMEWORK TO ANALYZE ECOSYSTEM SERVICE
TRADE-OFFS
Similar to Bator’s 1957 article, “The simple analytics of welfare
maximization,” which sought to provide a coherent unified
treatment of welfare economics that was widely accessible, we
sought to provide a coherent unified and clear treatment of
ecosystem service trade-offs in the context of sustainability. We
did so in a series of steps that (1) defined the biophysical
constraints of the system in the form of an efficiency frontier, (2)
combined the values of stakeholders and the efficiency frontier,
(3) examined temporal lags and intergenerational inequalities,
and (4) incorporated thresholds and nonlinear system dynamics.
In another study, we examined some of the constraints to reaching
efficient outcomes that result from shifting priorities across
stakeholder groups, contexts, and scales (E. G. King, J. CavenderBares, T. Mwampamba, P. Balvanera, and S. Polasky, unpublished
manuscript).

In the first example, there is a trade-off between biodiversity or
species richness (S) that can be sustained from land area in natural
habitat (AH), and agricultural production (P) from land area
dedicated to crops (AC). Figure 1 shows two contrasting
biophysical contexts: one in which comparatively high
agricultural productivity can be achieved but only comparatively
low biodiversity, such as the corn belt of the U.S. Midwest. In the
other case, comparatively high biodiversity can be sustained but
only comparatively low agricultural productivity, such as in highly
diverse parts of the tropics with low soil fertility. The conceptual
basis for this trade-off is grounded in empirical relationships
between habitat area and species richness, originally harnessed in
the development of the theory of island biogeography
(MacArthur and Wilson 1967); equations are given in Appendix
1, Example 1. The diminishing returns of the species-area curve
relationship generate the concave efficiency frontier depicted in
Figure 1. The efficiency frontier represents the maximum
obtainable combinations of agricultural production and
biodiversity from the ecosystem. It represents the biophysical
constraints of a particular system in its specific context. The slope
of the frontier shows the marginal cost of an additional unit of
agricultural production in terms of loss of species diversity.
Landscape heterogeneity can also give rise to a concave shape of
the efficiency frontier as land is allocated toward production of
the service for which it has a comparative advantage (Polasky et
al. 2008).

We used well-known ecological models to define the relationships
and trade-offs in two dimensions between two different kinds of
services provided by ecosystems, with services being defined as
desirable objectives for society, such as habitat provision for
populations of species that people care about, filtration of
nutrients to provide clean water, and food production. Two
dimensions are easiest to visualize but the concepts apply to tradeoffs in multiple dimensions as well. The ecological models,
described mathematically in Appendix 1 with R code shown in
Appendix 2, provide representations of steady-state solutions for
the biophysical constraints between two services and define a
sustainable efficiency frontier based on established ecological
principles. We then superimposed preference functions to
represent desired outcomes in ecosystem services based on human
values. This generated a diagram of the biophysically defined
efficiency frontier, overlain with sets of utility isoclines that
represent the preferences of different stakeholders. The final step
was to take explicit account of system dynamics and show how
the system will evolve, with consequent impacts on ecosystem
services and human well-being. This step is the most challenging
but presents a critical area for future progress.
Biophysical constraints and the efficiency frontier
We began with a scenario of an ecological system from which two
services were generated from a given land area. The biophysical
constraints that limited the production of the two services were
dependent on both the specific climatic, historical, and resource
context of the land area and on the growth or replenishment rate
of natural capital stocks. Harvesting some form of ecological
productivity such as agricultural crops or timber was done at the
expense of biodiversity or water quality. If harvesting was fully
maximized, that was expected to negatively impact biodiversity
and/or ecosystem biomass by reducing either the biota or the

For simplicity, we presented the links between food production
and biodiversity conservation as being well understood. In reality,
a range of services, e.g., carbon sequestration, maintenance of
soil fertility, regulation of pests, and regulation of soil erosion,
that operate at different spatial scales may complicate estimation
of efficiency frontiers. In fact, assessing the key trade-offs within
a variety of land-use conditions and within different societal and
biophysical conditions remains an important topic of research
(Carpenter et al. 2009, Carpenter et al. 2012). Although an
increasing array of tools are available for assessing ecosystem
services in the field (de Groot et al. 2010) to model their explicit
spatial patterns (Kareiva 2011, Raudsepp-Hearne et al. 2010), the
thematic, temporal, and spatial coverage of these initiatives is still
limited (Seppelt et al. 2011). Even when data are available on the
functions that underpin service provision, it may be difficult to
predict the actual delivery of services or the benefits to society.
In addition, very few assessments take into account system
dynamics and how changes in the system will likely impact the
ability of the system to provide services in the future.
Combining the values of stakeholders and the efficiency frontier
The efficiency frontier provides information on the combinations
of services that are possible, but the optimal choice among these
combinations depends on what services stakeholders value most.
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Fig. 1. Building blocks of the framework. (A) Ecosystem service trade-offs result from biophysical constraints
that define the efficiency frontier. This example uses a simple land-use model that incorporates species-area
relationships (MacArthur and Wilson 1967) to define trade-offs between biodiversity and agricultural
production (equations are given in Appendix 1 and R code is provided in Appendix 2). The curves represent the
steady-state number of species that can be sustained given the fraction of land area devoted to habitat vs. crop
production. Biophysical constraints vary with context. For example, areas of the Amazon basin (blue curve)
have the potential to support high species diversity but only modest agricultural productivity due to relatively
low soil fertility: once the forest is cleared nutrient availability declines rapidly. In contrast, the US Midwestern
corn belt (black curve) can support high agricultural productivity but comparatively low biodiversity, given its
fertile soils but colder climate. (B) Human preferences for ecosystem services. Indifference curves represent
preference orderings or well-being scores of two different stakeholders, farmers (blue curves) and
environmentalists (red curves) for all combinations of ecosystem services (biodiversity and agricultural
productivity). For each stakeholder group, lines of increasing utility are shown from highest to lowest utility
(UE1 – UE4 for environmentalists and UF1 – UF4 for farmers). (C) The points where the efficiency frontier
intersects with the indifference curves of the highest utility (UF3 or UE3) identifies the combinations of
ecosystem benefits that contribute maximally to a stakeholder’s well-being. Utility curves above the efficiency
frontier (UF4 or UE4) represent benefits that exceed biophysical constraints and are not sustainable. Highest
possible benefits for environmentalists (BE) are achieved by a high biodiversity value at the expense of lower
agricultural production, while for farmers, higher agricultural production at the expense of lower biodiversity
achieves the highest possible benefit (BF). Depending on power relations between these hypothetical
stakeholders, the management outcome may be driven closer to BE or BF.

The human values, ethics, and choices that determine what is
preferred vary among stakeholders within and across cultural and
institutional settings, and with spatial and temporal scale. The
utility function for a given stakeholder summarizes the
preferences over combinations of services, i.e., rankings of which
bundles of services are preferred to which other bundles of
services. Utility isoclines show all combinations of services that
produce the same utility, i.e., which are viewed as equivalent in
ranking (see Fig. 1B). For example, although farmers (F) would
require a large increase in biodiversity to forsake some agricultural
production, environmentalists (E) would require a large increase
in agricultural production to be willing to lose even a little
biodiversity. The utility isocline captures the trade-offs between
conservation objectives, measured in terms of biodiversity, and
agricultural production that provide equal benefits, i.e., constant
utility. Such isoclines can be drawn for different levels of utility.
To assess which combinations of services are most likely to suit
the preferences of multiple stakeholders, we superimposed the
utility isoclines on the efficiency frontiers (Fig. 1C).
Superimposition allows for the identification of feasible
combinations of services that provide the most desirable possible
outcome for stakeholders. In this case, the most desirable outcome
for farmers differed substantially from the most desirable
outcome for environmentalists.

Stakeholders’ values can be assessed using observations on
choices actually made, i.e., revealed preference, or surveys that
ask about hypothetical choices, i.e., stated preference (Champ et
al. 2003, Freeman 2003). Economists have developed a number
of techniques for gathering information about preferences of
different stakeholders and the trade-offs they are willing to make
that are applicable to ecosystem services (National Research
Council 2005). Other social science disciplines also have methods
to elicit information about the preferences of different
stakeholders through the use of semistructured to open interviews
(Castillo et al. 2005, Martín-López et al. 2012). The relative
preferences can be ranked through a variety of narrative,
deliberative, and participative methods that can range from coarse
overviews to very fine resolution information about preferences
(Chan et al. 2012).
Temporal lags and intergenerational inequities
The prior two sections presented the basic building blocks related
to efficiency frontiers and the preferences of stakeholders in a
static analysis that did not explicitly incorporate time, i.e., system
dynamics. But temporal concerns are at the heart of sustainability
aimed at securing the well-being of future generations.
Some options that improve the well-being of future generations
come at the cost of reducing short-term well-being of the current
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generation. For example, rebuilding fish stocks for long-term
health of the fishing industry can require reducing or shutting
down harvest for a period of time with an immediate burden on
fishermen. Intergenerational inequities are also highlighted by
climate change. For future generations to avoid the worst potential
consequences of climate change, the current generation must
make costly changes in energy consumption and/or give up
benefits of fossil fuel use.
We illustrated the problem of temporal lags between benefits and
costs by returning to our first example of the trade-off between
species diversity and agricultural productivity, using a scenario in
which land is taken out of agricultural production to allow greater
biodiversity conservation (Fig. 2A). Conversion of agricultural
land to maximize biodiversity requires numerous ecological
changes, succession, and time for colonization (Chazdon 2008).
As a consequence, in the short-term (t1), welfare declines as
agricultural production declines but the biodiversity benefits are
not yet realized. Only after a potentially considerable time lag (t2 t0) do biodiversity and its associated ecosystem services recover,
allowing higher welfare to be achieved than at the start (Fig. 2B).
Fig. 2. Progress toward desired management outcomes may be
impeded by short-term declines in welfare that arise prior to
when the long-term ecosystem benefits can be realized. For
example, shifting land management from agricultural
production to biodiversity conservation has a delayed effect.
(A) Benefits of ecosystem services are initially moderate (Bt0),
as indicated by where the second utility curve (U2) intersections
the efficiency frontier. As agricultural production declines net
benefits also decline (Bt1). After land has been recolonized,
higher biodiversity levels are finally achieved and overall
ecosystem benefits are higher (Bt2) than at the outset. (B) The
anticipated decline in ecosystem service benefits from t0 to t1
(indicated by the drop from U2 to U3) is more than offset by the
increase in those benefits at t2, (rise from U3 to U1) but the
losses and benefits are likely to be realized by different
generations.

A high rate of discount may prevent society from choosing to
make short-term sacrifices for long-term gains. If discounting
accurately reflects societal preferences about benefits realized at
different times, then the choice not to invest for future benefits is
akin to the situations of farmers vis-ô-vis environmentalists in
which the farmers have the power to choose a point on the
efficiency frontier that favors their interests. However, some have
argued that market discount rates would be unlikely to accurately
reflect societal preferences, making it inappropriate to apply
conventional market discount rates to intergenerational societal

decisions affecting sustainability (Sen 1967). Even among
economists there are lively debates about the proper role of
discounting applied to climate change and other issues that affect
different generations (e.g., Nordhaus 2007, Stern and Taylor
2007).
Thresholds and nonlinear system dynamics
One of the most important features of social-ecological systems
is complex dynamics, which contrasts with the simple
relationships previously described. For example, consider an
agricultural region in which agricultural productivity can be
increased through the application of fertilizer, but at the cost of
decreasing water quality, which is related to ecosystem services
such as providing clean drinking water, recreation, and the
maintenance of freshwater biodiversity. The influence of
nutrients on algal growth and turbidity in shallow freshwater lakes
is well established (e.g., Scheffer 1990, Scheffer et al. 1993,
Carpenter et al. 1999). We applied these models to consider tradeoffs in agricultural productivity on land and water quality of
neighboring lakes. (See equations in Appendix 1, Example 2; R
code is in Appendix 2.) We also considered the role of technology
and management practices, which can result in shifts in the
efficiency frontier.
Application of fertilizer can increase crop yield, but the function
relating fertilizer to yield depends in part on the spatial and
temporal precision of fertilizer application. For example, timing
fertilizer addition to coincide with early summer crop growth has
been shown in many cases to increase the efficiency of nutrient
use and crop productivity (Tran et al. 1997, Ma et al. 2003, Scharf
and Lory 2009; Fig. 3A).
Nutrient concentrations in the water ultimately depend on levels
of nutrient addition to crops and on uptake of the terrestrial
system (Carpenter et al. 1999). The extent to which applied
nutrients are stored by the terrestrial ecosystem (Fig. 3B) or leaked
into neighboring shallow water bodies (Fig. 3C) depends on the
efficacy of plant uptake, soil adsorption, and land-use
management. Shifts in human land-management practices, such
as inclusion of riparian buffer strips and cover crops, are known
to increase ecosystem nutrient storage and reduce nutrient runoff
(Gilliam 1994, Lowrance et al. 1997, Anbumozhi et al. 2005,
Smukler et al. 2012), as illustrated in Figures 3B and 3C.
Water quality in shallow lakes is negatively related to the growth
of algae that cause turbidity (Keeler et al. 2012). Increased
amount of nutrients in waterways cause algal growth, but the
relationship is complex because of feedbacks between algae and
aquatic plants, which also use nutrients. Once algal populations
rise to a certain level, they make the water sufficiently turbid so
that aquatic plants cannot survive, freeing more nutrients for algal
growth. Without aquatic plants, algal populations can persist at
high levels even with lower levels of nutrient inputs (Scheffer 1990,
Scheffer et al. 1993). The trade-off between water quality and
crop production resulting from these relationships is highly
nonlinear (Fig. 3E). Thresholds exist, beyond which increases in
agricultural production because of added fertilizer lead to rapid
declines in water quality.
An insight that can be readily perceived from examining
ecosystem services described by these ecological relationships is
that management practices and technology can change what is
possible to achieve in terms of ecosystem service provision from
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Fig. 3. Management practices can shift the efficiency frontier, shown here in terms of trade-offs between
agricultural production, on the one hand, and ecosystem nutrient storage and filtration services that affect
water quality, on the other. Non-linear trade-offs between water quality and agricultural production are derived
from simple relationships between crop yield and nutrient amount, as well as dynamic models of algal growth
in response to nutrient run-off based on Scheffer et al 1993. Equations for all of the relationships in A-E are in
Appendix 1; R code is in Appendix 2. (A) Crop production increases with increased application of nutrients
(black line); increasing the spatial and temporal precision of fertilizer application leads to greater crop
production for the same amount of fertilizer input (red line). (B) Crop and ecosystem vegetation takes up some
fraction of the applied nutrients (ecosystem storage) before these nutrients can run off into surface waters.
Improving management through riparian buffer strips and cover crops, for example, can lead to increased
ecosystem storage of excess nutrients (blue line). (C) Nutrients not absorbed by the crops or ecosystem
vegetation will run off into surface waters. Improved management (blue line) as in B will reduce runoff for the
same amount of fertilizer applied per unit area. (D) Algal growth is dependent on nutrient runoff from the land
into the water that drives the water nutrient concentration, but is also affected by growth of aquatic plants. (E)
The efficiency frontier is defined by the non-linear relationship between crop yield and water quality emerging
from the above relationships. Increased precision and temporal efficiency in nutrient addition (red line) or
improved ecosystem management practices, such as riparian buffers (blue line) shift the efficiency frontier to the
right, such that higher water quality is achieved for the same agricultural production. (F) Variability and
uncertainty in biophysical constraints make managing for optimal outcomes challenging. The gray and black
lines indicate contrasting estimates of the efficiency frontier based on uncertainty and variability in system
factors (e.g., efficacy of management practices, climate) that influence productivity and water quality.
Indifference curves (light, medium and dark blue dashed lines of increasing utility, U1-U3) are shown for land
managers indicating a preference for maximizing agriculture productivity over water quality. If management is
targeted to the most optimistic envelope of the efficiency frontier in a manner that maximizes utility (shown by
the circle at the intersection of the outer gray efficiency frontier and the highest utility curve), the risk of
overfertilizing (or over overexploiting a system, more generally) and dropping to a lower utility level is quite
high (indicated by the dashed arrow).

the system. Enhanced precision in the timing of nutrient addition
leads to greater crop yield for the same amount of nutrient
addition. Buffer strips and cover crops absorb excess nutrients
and reduce leakage of fertilizer into waterways. Better
management practices thus shift the trade-off curve to the right,

increasing agricultural productivity while maintaining or
enhancing the ecosystem services that contribute to clean water.
Variability in systems due to weather, pest outbreaks, or other
disturbances and uncertainty about the location of potential
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Fig. 4. Complex system dynamics create challenges for sustainable management. (A) Interdependent dynamic
components can create unstable and highly fluctuating systems. In this example, a trade-off surface between the
regulating ecosystem service, ecosystem biomass, and the provisioning service, cattle density is derived from
vegetation growth and cattle consumption of vegetation based on equations from May 1977. At steady state,
ecosystem biomass (B) will vary with cattle density (D). Stable equilibrium points are shown by the thick black
line. If cattle density is regulated by ecosystem biomass its dynamics can also be described within the system. In
one scenario, at steady-state there is a constant biomass at which cattle density will not grow or decline. Arrows
indicate the biophysical tendencies when the system tends toward steady state. The dynamics of the system
depend on the starting point and are indicated by the vectors indicating where ecosystem biomass or cattle
density will be increasing or decreasing towards equilibrium. (B) Vegetation biomass and cattle density are
shown through time. In this scenario, highly unstable dynamics can result in which the system oscillates between
high and low biomass. (C) In a second scenario, cattle population density is regulated differently than in the first
scenario. Cattle density is basically logistic with growth regulated by density and food (ecosystem biomass). (D)
The system dynamics are such that ecosystem biomass and cattle population size do not fluctuate; rather, after
initial rapid growth of both, if the cattle population continues to increase beyond a threshold, the vegetation
biomass crashes and both reach very low equilibrium levels. Restoring higher biomass values would require
removing cattle to an extremely low level potentially creating a poverty trap. Equations are provided in
Appendix 1 and R code in Appendix 2.

thresholds make managing for optimal outcomes challenging.
Trying to maximize benefits assuming the most optimistic
envelope of the efficiency frontier (right-most gray curve; Fig. 3F)
could result in overfertilizing or, more generally, overexploiting a
system and crossing a threshold that would result in dropping to

a lower level of benefits. This risk is reduced for a more
conservative envelope of the efficiency frontier (left-most gray
curve).
Thresholds and nonlinear dynamics pose difficult problems for
sustainable management of social-ecological systems. Consider
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the case of a pastoral Maasai community in Kenya, where high
variability in environmental conditions causes instability,
challenging efforts to manage ecosystem services sustainably. In
pastoral systems such as this one, a trade-off exists between the
ability of the system to support cattle for meat or milk production
and the ability to support ecosystem biomass and primary
productivity (May 1977; Appendix 1, Example 3; R code is
provided in Appendix 2). Population growth of cattle is regulated
by ecosystem biomass, which is consumed as a function of cattle
density according to various possible mechanisms. Two of these
mechanisms are shown (Fig. 4). The steady-state population
density of cattle is constant with increasing ecosystem biomass
in the first case (red line, Fig. 4A) and increases with increasing
ecosystem biomass in the second (red line, Fig. 4B). The
dynamics of the system are thus driven by the interacting
tendencies of the biomass growth and the cattle population
growth, which may result in fluctuating ecosystem functions/
services or very low services, as in the examples shown. If the
system is well understood, which arguably it has been by
traditional populations, the cattle density that results in a
sustainable level of services can be determined. Management
practices, including intentional nomadic movement of human
and cattle populations or intentional movement of cattle outside
the focal region, can adjust in a manner that prevents large-scale
fluctuations. When human population pressure becomes too
great or pastoralist mobility is restricted (Niamir-Fuller 1998),
traditional management options may no longer permit system
recovery from low levels of ecosystem provisioning as they once
did, leading to worsening human and environmental conditions
(Roe et al. 2011). We acknowledge that the simple models
presented here are equilibrial, but such systems do not
necessarily reach equilibrium, posing challenges to our ability to
predict outcomes (Vetter 2005).
Challenges and prospects
Modeling nonlinear dynamics to predict the different trajectories
that social-ecological systems can undergo based on the
biophysical drivers and management decisions remains highly
challenging. The dynamics of many systems are still far from
well understood. Although important advances have been made
in assessing the dynamics of these kinds of systems (e.g.,
Anderies et al. 2004), integration of dynamics with the other
elements included in the sustainability framework reviewed here
remains a critical challenge.
Our sustainability framework emphasizes the ecological
processes underlying the production of ecosystem services that
contribute to human well-being. This emphasis complements the
work of economists on “inclusive wealth ” (Hamilton and
Clemens 1999, Dasgupta and Mäler 2000, Heal 2000, Arrow et
al. 2004, 2012). Inclusive wealth is a measure of the value of all
capital assets, i.e., manufactured, human, social, and natural
capital, with value reflecting the contribution of the asset to
providing benefits both now and in the future. To be sustainable,
inclusive wealth should be nondeclining, so that future
generations have bundles of assets that are of equal or greater
value than the value of current assets. The advantage of the
inclusive wealth approach is that it offers a clear and simple
criterion for sustainability with a comprehensive and global
scope (Cavender-Bares et al. 2013). In its current form, however,
it does not include analysis of the underlying ecological
mechanisms for how natural capital contributes to the provision

of ecosystem services that contribute to human well-being; how
biophysical conditions change across space, through time, and
with management; how inherent trade-offs among services
emerge; and how the values of services change among
stakeholders (Stiglitz et al. 2009). We emphasize a focus on the
ecological mechanisms, complexities, and inherent trade-offs in
the production of ecosystem services that may offer guidance in
decision making about such trade-offs. We also discuss how
changes across biophysical and societal context influence the
trade-offs among services. By differentiating among stakeholders
with differential preferences and values, we show the complexities
inherent to the search for achieving sustainability. Although our
illustrations are presently limited in scope, incorporating
ecological processes in the welfare-economics approach of
inclusive wealth offers considerable potential for making progress
on analysis of sustainability. Our approach considers ecological
mechanisms, complexities, and uncertainties, and aims at merging
other ongoing efforts (Ostrom 2009, Stiglitz et al. 2009) to include
greater depth on social, economic, and political dimensions (See
E. G. King, J. Cavender-Bares, T. Mwampamba, P. Balvanera,
and S. Polasky, unpublished manuscript).
The process of developing a study in the context of the
sustainability framework as we have outlined it is a valuable
exercise (cf. Ewing and Runck 2015, Grossman 2015, Mastrangelo
and Laterra 2015; P. Balvanera, F. Mora, A. Castillo, and J.
Trilleras, unpublished manuscript, M. ). It untangles the known
from the perceived, makes transparent disparate viewpoints and
underlying assumptions of stakeholders, and clarifies the
information base that stakeholders rely on for informing
themselves about the system. Moreover, it identifies the data gaps
so that stakeholders can make more informed decisions about the
most appropriate intervention for an area, given social and
biophysical constraints (Grossman 2015; P. Balvanera, F. Mora,
A. Castillo, and J. Trilleras, unpublished manuscript). The process
itself, however, may be more valuable than any immediate
outcome of the analysis. As such, the framework has the potential
to contribute to a participatory approach (E. G. King, J.
Cavender-Bares, T. Mwampamba, P. Balvanera, and S. Polasky,
unpublished manuscript) that builds trust, common ground, and
the working environment needed to address ecological problems
in a way that can secure long-term commitment to resolving them,
which is a necessary building block for sustainability. Ultimately,
an integrated social-ecological analysis of the trade-offs among
ecosystem services and their dynamics through time is necessary
to assess how close or far we are from attaining sustainability.
CONCLUSIONS
Assessing progress toward or away from sustainability is crucial
to tackle the most urgent challenges of our time. Bator (1957)
provided a clear exposition of the important elements of welfare
economics. Taking inspiration from this work, we have similarly
tried to provide a clear exposition of the important elements from
ecology and economics for understanding trade-offs among
ecosystem services in the context of social-ecological system
sustainability. We emphasize consideration of the ecological
processes that underlie the production of services and the
temporal lags and dynamics of social-ecological systems. The
ecological examples we used to illustrate the framework were
drawn from well-known relationships and used relatively simple
mathematical models. These simple examples highlight the often
quite complex relationships among ecosystem services. These
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models also demonstrate how trade-offs differ by location
depending on environmental conditions and how the location and
shape of the efficiency frontier can change in response to
technological change. These relationships can be estimated from
empirical data, as other investigators contributing to this Special
Feature have attempted to do, allowing the framework to be
applied to a variety of case studies with different levels of
understanding of the social-ecological system and its dynamics.
Further, ecosystem service supply and delivery can be predicted
under future scenarios for ecosystem service provision by using
qualitative or quantitative approaches (Parker et al. 2003, Nelson
et al. 2009, Lawler et al. 2014) and incorporating stakeholder
views (Goldstein et al. 2012).
Combining stakeholders’ perspectives with information about the
efficiency frontier can help to clarify how preferences and power
relations can shift outcomes to different points on the frontier,
some of which may be inequitable outcomes. The difficulties that
arise from contrasting values and management priorities in
different contexts and scales are treated in greater depth in the
paper by King et al. (2014). Consideration of the temporal
dimensions of, as well as the uncertainties about, biophysical
relationships and values poses difficult challenges. The simple
models we present provide some insights into provision of services
through time and intergenerational equity issues (Fig. 2).
Incorporating uncertainty, particularly in relationship to
potential thresholds (Fig. 3F), provides important insights about
the level of risk for contrasting management options and can help
society avoid nasty surprises. Given that many social-ecological
systems have complex dynamics, consideration of temporal
dimensions, nonlinearities, and uncertainties in ecosystem service
trade-offs is critical to management efforts aimed at achieving
sustainable ecosystem benefits.
The framework reviewed here can be applied to a variety of spatial
scales and social-ecological conditions. We emphasize that the
framework can be extended to much broader spatial extents, to a
range of contexts, and potentially to other forms of capital
beyond natural capital, e.g., manufactured capital, human capital,
and social capital, that contribute to human well-being. Although
many challenges remain, the process of working through the
framework in a particular study system or management scenario
provides valuable insights that can help bridge contrasting
perspectives. This latter point speaks to our primary goal in
presenting this review, which is to communicate across disciplines
and perspectives to enhance tools for confronting the essential
challenge of sustainability, which is meeting human needs without
depleting the Earth’s capacity to meet those needs in the future.

Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/6917
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Appendix 1. A sustainability framework for assessing trade-offs in ecosystem services.

Appendix 2. R-code used in models and figures
#####START FIGURE 1########
#Ecosystem service trade-offs as Biophysical constraints: Biodiversity vs. Agricultural Productivity
#Jeannine Cavender-Bares, Jan. 1, 2014
#ms ES-2014-6917
#FIGURE 1A
Species_Area <- function(A, params)
{
a <- params$a
z <- params$z
S<-a*A^z
return(S)
}

Productivity_Area <- function(A, params)
{
C <- m-A # crop area
b <- params$b
m <- params$m #max land area
P <-b*(C)
return(P)
}
CropArea <- function(A, params)
{
C <- m-A # crop area
m <- params$m #max land area
return(C)
}
#### Define the parameters.
a <- 5
b <- 15
m <- 1
z <- 0.25

params <- list("a" = a, "b" = b, "m"= m, "z"= z)
a=10

b=8
params2 <- list("a" = a, "b" = b, "m"= m, "z"= z)
#####For full area
# The area values range between 0 and 1.
A <- seq(0, m, by=0.01)
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of S for each A.
S <- lapply(A, Species_Area, params)
x <- rep(A, unlist(lapply(S, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
s <- unlist(S)
X <- unlist(x)
SA <- cbind(X,s)
colnames(SA) <- c("Area", "Species")
SA<- data.frame(SA)
plot(SA$Area, SA$Species)
# Get the value(s) of P for each A.
P <- lapply(A, Productivity_Area, params)
t <- rep(A, unlist(lapply(P, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
p <- unlist(P)
t <- unlist(t)
PA <- cbind(t, p)
colnames(PA) <- c("Area", "Productivity")
PA<- data.frame(PA)
# Get the value(s) of C for each A.
C <- lapply(A, CropArea, params)
q <- rep(A, unlist(lapply(C, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
crop <- unlist(C)
q <- unlist(q)
AC <- cbind(q, crop)
colnames(AC) <- c("Area", "CropArea")
AC<- data.frame(AC)
#merge matrices
L<- merge(SA, PA, by.x="Area", by.y="Area")
Q <- merge(L, AC, by.x="Area", by.y="Area")
##For different diversity relationship

# Get the equilibrium value(s) of S for each A.
S <- lapply(A, Species_Area, params2)
x <- rep(A, unlist(lapply(S, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
s <- unlist(S)
X <- unlist(x)
SA2 <- cbind(X,s)
colnames(SA2) <- c("Area", "Species2")
SA2<- data.frame(SA2)
####
##For different productivity-area relationship
# Get the value(s) of P for each A.
P <- lapply(A, Productivity_Area, params2)
t <- rep(A, unlist(lapply(P, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
p <- unlist(P)
t <- unlist(t)
PA2 <- cbind(t, p)
colnames(PA2) <- c("Area", "Productivity2")
PA2<- data.frame(PA2)
#merge matrices
L2<- merge(Q,SA2, by.x="Area", by.y="Area")
B2<- merge(L2,PA2, by.x="Area", by.y="Area")
#FIGURE 1A
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, pch=1, mgp=c(1,1,0), cex=0.1, cex.lab = 1.5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n',
font=2, pin = c(4,4), xlim = c(0.5,16), xaxt='n', yaxt='n', ylim = c(0.5, 11), xlab = "Agricultural
Productivity", ylab= "Biodiversity",lwd=0)
axis(lty = "solid",lwd = 2)
lines(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, type = "l", lty="solid", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n')
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col="black", lwd=3)
#Geographic location with lower species richness per area
par(new=TRUE)
plot(B2$Productivity2, B2$Species2, pch=1, cex=0.1, cex.lab = 1.5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', font=2, pin =
c(4,4), xlim = c(0.5,16), xaxt='n', yaxt='n', ylim = c(0.5, 11), xlab = "", ylab= "")
axis(lty = "solid",lwd = 2)
lines(B2$Productivity2, B2$Species2, type = "l", lwd =5, col="blue", xaxt='n', yaxt='n')
#FIGURE 1B

require(stats)
#### Define functions
Species_Area <- function(A, params)
{
b <- params$b
a <- params$a
z<-params$z
S<-a*A^z
return(S)
}
Productivity_Area <- function(A, params)
{
C <- 1-A
b <- params$b
P<-b*C
return(P)
}
#### Define the parameters.
a <- 10
b <- 15
z <- 0.25
params <- list("a" = a, "b" = b, "z"= z)
# The area values range between 0 and 1.
A <- seq(0, 1, by=0.01)
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of S for each A.
S <- lapply(A, Species_Area, params)
x <- rep(A, unlist(lapply(S, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
s <- unlist(S)
X <- unlist(x)
SA <- cbind(X,s)
colnames(SA) <- c("Area", "Species")
SA<- data.frame(SA)
#plot(SA$Area, SA$Species)
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of P for each A.
P <- lapply(A, Productivity_Area, params)

t <- rep(A, unlist(lapply(P, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
p <- unlist(P)
t <- unlist(t)
PA <- cbind(t, p)
colnames(PA) <- c("Area", "Productivity")
PA<- data.frame(PA)
#plot(PA$Area, PA$Productivity)
Q<- merge(SA, PA, by.x="Area", by.y="Area")
######
### Indifference curves
### J. Cavender-Bares, Aug. 24, 2012
######
#################################
####For first family of curves
#################################
Indiff1 <- function(x, params)
{
u <- params$u
p <- params$p
s <- params$s
I<- (u-p*log(x))
return(I)
}
#### Define the parameters.
u <- 12.5
p <- 2
params <- list("u" = u, "p" = p)
u <- 15
params2 <- list("u" = u, "p" = p)
u <- 10
params3 <- list("u" = u, "p" = p)
u <- 7.5
params4 <- list("u" = u, "p" = p)
# The consumption values range between 0 and 17.
x <- seq(0.1, 17, by=0.1)

# Get the value of I for each x.
I <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params)
z <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i <- unlist(I)
Z <- unlist(z)
IC1 <- cbind(Z,i)
colnames(IC1) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity1")
IC1<- data.frame(IC1)
#plot(IC1$Consumption, IC1$Biodiversity)
# For curve 2 Get the value of I3 for each x.
I2 <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params2)
z2 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I2, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i2 <- unlist(I2)
Z2 <- unlist(z2)
IC2 <- cbind(Z2,i2)
colnames(IC2) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity2")
IC2<- data.frame(IC2)
#plot(IC2$Consumption, IC2$Biodiversity)
# For curve 3 Get the value of I3 for each x.
I3 <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params3)
z3 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I3, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i3 <- unlist(I3)
Z3 <- unlist(z3)
IC3 <- cbind(Z3,i3)
colnames(IC3) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity3")
IC3<- data.frame(IC3)
#plot(IC3$Consumption, IC3$Biodiversity3)
# For curve 4 Get the value of I4 for each x.
I4 <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params4)
z4 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I4, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i4 <- unlist(I4)
Z4 <- unlist(z4)

IC4 <- cbind(Z4,i4)
colnames(IC4) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity4")
IC4<- data.frame(IC4)
#plot(IC4$Consumption, IC4$Biodiversity4)
M<- NULL
N <- merge(IC1, IC2, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
L <- merge(N, IC3, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
M <- merge(L, IC4, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, xlim=c(0.5,16), xaxt='n', yaxt='n', ylim=c(0.5,15), pch=1,
mgp=c(1,1,0), cex=0.1, xlab=" ", ylab=" ", col="white")
axis(side,lty = "solid",lwd = 2, side=)
lines(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, type = "l", lwd =1, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="white")
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
par(new = TRUE)
plot(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity1, xlim=c(0.5,16),ylim=c(0.5,15), axes = FALSE, cex.lab = 1.5,
font=2, pin = c(4,4), xlab = "Agricultural Productivity", ylab= "Biodiversity", pch=1, xaxt='n',
yaxt='n', mgp=c(1,1,0), cex=0.1)
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity1, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="red")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity2, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="darkred") #This
gives the curve above the efficiency frontier
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity3, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="coral")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity4, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="burlywood1")

##################################
####For second family of curves
##################################
Indiff2 <- function(x, params)
{
u <- params$u
g <- params$g
l <- params$l
I <- 10*(10^u/(x^g))^(1/l)
return(I)
}
#### Define the parameters.
u <- 15.8
g <- 15
l <- 5

params <- list("u" = u, "t" = t, "g"=g, "l" = l)
u <- 13
params2 <- list("u" = u, "t" = t, "g"=g, "l" = l)
u <- 9
params3 <- list("u" = u, "t" = t, "g"=g, "l" = l)
u <- 17.6
params4 <- list("u" = u, "t" = t, "g"=g, "l" = l)
# The consumption values range between 0 and 17.
x <- seq(0.1, 17, by=0.1)

# Get the value of I for each x.
I <- lapply(x, Indiff2, params)
z <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i <- unlist(I)
Z <- unlist(z)
IC1 <- cbind(Z,i)
colnames(IC1) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity1")
IC1<- data.frame(IC1)
#plot(IC1$Consumption, IC1$Biodiversity)
# For curve 2 Get the value of I3 for each x.
I2 <- lapply(x, Indiff2, params2)
z2 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I2, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i2 <- unlist(I2)
Z2 <- unlist(z2)
IC2 <- cbind(Z2,i2)
colnames(IC2) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity2")
IC2<- data.frame(IC2)
#plot(IC2$Consumption, IC2$Biodiversity)
# For curve 3 Get the value of I3 for each x.
I3 <- lapply(x, Indiff2, params3)
z3 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I3, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i3 <- unlist(I3)

Z3 <- unlist(z3)
IC3 <- cbind(Z3,i3)
colnames(IC3) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity3")
IC3<- data.frame(IC3)
# For curve 3 Get the value of I4 for each x.
I4 <- lapply(x, Indiff2, params4)
z4 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I4, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i4 <- unlist(I4)
Z4 <- unlist(z4)
IC4 <- cbind(Z4,i4)
colnames(IC4) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity4")
IC4<- data.frame(IC4)
#plot(IC3$Consumption, IC3$Biodiversity)
M<- NULL
N <- merge(IC1, IC2, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
K<- merge(N, IC3, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
M<- merge(K, IC4, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
#dev.new(width=5, height=5)
#par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
#plot(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, xlim=c(0.5,16),ylim=c(0.5,15), pch=1, cex=0.1, xlab=" ", ylab=" ",
#col="white")#axis(side,lty = "solid",lwd = 2, side=)
#lines(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n')
#box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
par(new = TRUE)
plot(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity2, xlim=c(0.5,16),ylim=c(0.5,15), axes = FALSE, cex.lab = 1.5,
font=2, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', mgp=c(1,1,0), pin = c(4,4), xlab = " ", ylab= " ", pch=1, cex=0.1,
col="white")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity1, type = "l", lwd =3, lty=3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="blue3")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity2, type = "l", lwd =3, lty=3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n',
col="cornflowerblue")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity3, type = "l", lwd =3, lty=3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="lightblue")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity4, type = "l", lwd =3, lty=3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="darkblue")
#above the efficiency frontier
#FIGURE 1C
Species_Area <- function(A, params)
{
b <- params$b
a <- params$a

z<-params$z
S<-a*A^z
return(S)
}
Productivity_Area <- function(A, params)
{
C <- 1-A
b <- params$b
P<-b*C
return(P)
}
#### Define the parameters.
a <- 10
b <- 15
z <- 0.25
params <- list("a" = a, "b" = b, "z"= z)
# The area values range between 0 and 1.
A <- seq(0, 1, by=0.01)
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of S for each A.
S <- lapply(A, Species_Area, params)
x <- rep(A, unlist(lapply(S, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
s <- unlist(S)
X <- unlist(x)
SA <- cbind(X,s)
colnames(SA) <- c("Area", "Species")
SA<- data.frame(SA)
#plot(SA$Area, SA$Species)
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of P for each A.
P <- lapply(A, Productivity_Area, params)
t <- rep(A, unlist(lapply(P, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
p <- unlist(P)
t <- unlist(t)
PA <- cbind(t, p)
colnames(PA) <- c("Area", "Productivity")

PA<- data.frame(PA)
#plot(PA$Area, PA$Productivity)
Q<- merge(SA, PA, by.x="Area", by.y="Area")
######
### Indifference curves
### J. Cavender-Bares, Aug. 24, 2012
######
#################################
####For first family of curves
#################################
#### Define the parameters.
u <- 12.5
p <- 2
params <- list("u" = u, "p" = p)
u <- 15
params2 <- list("u" = u, "p" = p)
u <- 10
params3 <- list("u" = u, "p" = p)
u <- 7.5
params4 <- list("u" = u, "p" = p)
# The consumption values range between 0 and 17.
x <- seq(0.1, 17, by=0.1)
# Get the value of I for each x.
I <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params)
z <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i <- unlist(I)
Z <- unlist(z)
IC1 <- cbind(Z,i)
colnames(IC1) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity1")
IC1<- data.frame(IC1)
#plot(IC1$Consumption, IC1$Biodiversity)
# For curve 2 Get the value of I3 for each x.
I2 <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params2)
z2 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I2, length)))

# Store the results for species area.
i2 <- unlist(I2)
Z2 <- unlist(z2)
IC2 <- cbind(Z2,i2)
colnames(IC2) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity2")
IC2<- data.frame(IC2)
#plot(IC2$Consumption, IC2$Biodiversity)
# For curve 3 Get the value of I3 for each x.
I3 <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params3)
z3 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I3, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i3 <- unlist(I3)
Z3 <- unlist(z3)
IC3 <- cbind(Z3,i3)
colnames(IC3) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity3")
IC3<- data.frame(IC3)
#plot(IC3$Consumption, IC3$Biodiversity3)
# For curve 4 Get the value of I4 for each x.
I4 <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params4)
z4 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I4, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i4 <- unlist(I4)
Z4 <- unlist(z4)
IC4 <- cbind(Z4,i4)
colnames(IC4) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity4")
IC4<- data.frame(IC4)
#plot(IC4$Consumption, IC4$Biodiversity4)
M<- NULL
N <- merge(IC1, IC2, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
L <- merge(N, IC3, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
M <- merge(L, IC4, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, xlim=c(0.5,16), xaxt='n', yaxt='n', ylim=c(0.5,15), pch=1,
mgp=c(1,1,0), cex=0.1, xlab=" ", ylab=" ")
axis(side,lty = "solid",lwd = 2, side=)
lines(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n')
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)

par(new = TRUE)
plot(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity1, xlim=c(0.5,16),ylim=c(0.5,15), axes = FALSE, cex.lab = 1.5,
font=2, pin = c(4,4), xlab = "Agricultural Productivity", ylab= "Biodiversity", pch=1, xaxt='n',
yaxt='n', mgp=c(1,1,0), cex=0.1)
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity1, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="red")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity2, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="darkred") #This
gives the curve above the efficiency frontier
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity3, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="coral")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity4, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="burlywood1")

##################################
####For second family of curves
##################################
Indiff2 <- function(x, params)
{
u <- params$u
g <- params$g
l <- params$l
I <- 10*(10^u/(x^g))^(1/l)
return(I)
}

#### Define the parameters.
u <- 15.8
g <- 15
l <- 5
params <- list("u" = u, "t" = t, "g"=g, "l" = l)
u <- 13
params2 <- list("u" = u, "t" = t, "g"=g, "l" = l)
u <- 9
params3 <- list("u" = u, "t" = t, "g"=g, "l" = l)
u <- 17.6
params4 <- list("u" = u, "t" = t, "g"=g, "l" = l)
# The consumption values range between 0 and 17.
x <- seq(0.1, 17, by=0.1)
# Get the value of I for each x.
I <- lapply(x, Indiff2, params)
z <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I, length)))

# Store the results for species area.
i <- unlist(I)
Z <- unlist(z)
IC1 <- cbind(Z,i)
colnames(IC1) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity1")
IC1<- data.frame(IC1)
#plot(IC1$Consumption, IC1$Biodiversity)
# For curve 2 Get the value of I3 for each x.
I2 <- lapply(x, Indiff2, params2)
z2 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I2, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i2 <- unlist(I2)
Z2 <- unlist(z2)
IC2 <- cbind(Z2,i2)
colnames(IC2) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity2")
IC2<- data.frame(IC2)
#plot(IC2$Consumption, IC2$Biodiversity)
# For curve 3 Get the value of I3 for each x.
I3 <- lapply(x, Indiff2, params3)
z3 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I3, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i3 <- unlist(I3)
Z3 <- unlist(z3)
IC3 <- cbind(Z3,i3)
colnames(IC3) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity3")
IC3<- data.frame(IC3)
# For curve 3 Get the value of I4 for each x.
I4 <- lapply(x, Indiff2, params4)
z4 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I4, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i4 <- unlist(I4)
Z4 <- unlist(z4)
IC4 <- cbind(Z4,i4)
colnames(IC4) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity4")
IC4<- data.frame(IC4)

#plot(IC3$Consumption, IC3$Biodiversity)
M<- NULL
N <- merge(IC1, IC2, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
K<- merge(N, IC3, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
M<- merge(K, IC4, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
#dev.new(width=5, height=5)
#par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
#plot(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, xlim=c(0.5,16),ylim=c(0.5,15), pch=1, cex=0.1, xlab=" ", ylab=" ",
#col="white")#axis(side,lty = "solid",lwd = 2, side=)
#lines(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n')
#box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
par(new = TRUE)
plot(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity2, xlim=c(0.5,16),ylim=c(0.5,15), axes = FALSE, cex.lab = 1.5,
font=2, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', mgp=c(1,1,0), pin = c(4,4), xlab = " ", ylab= " ", pch=1, cex=0.1,
col="white")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity1, type = "l", lwd =3, lty=3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="blue3")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity2, type = "l", lwd =3, lty=3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n',
col="cornflowerblue")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity3, type = "l", lwd =3, lty=3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="lightblue")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity4, type = "l", lwd =3, lty=3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="darkblue")
#above the efficiency frontier
#####END FIGURE 1###########
#####START FIGURE 2#########
#J. Cavender-Bares, Aug. 21, 2012
#ES Trade-offs with indifference curves
#ms ES-2014-6917
#FIGURE 2A
require(stats)
#### Define functions
Species_Area <- function(A, params)
{
b <- params$b
a <- params$a
z<-params$z
S<-a*A^z
return(S)
}
Productivity_Area <- function(A, params)

{
C <- 1-A
b <- params$b
P<-b*C
return(P)
}
#### Define the parameters.
a <- 10
b <- 15
z <- 0.25
params <- list("a" = a, "b" = b, "z"= z)
# The area values range between 0 and 1.
A <- seq(0, 1, by=0.01)
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of S for each A.
S <- lapply(A, Species_Area, params)
x <- rep(A, unlist(lapply(S, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
s <- unlist(S)
X <- unlist(x)
SA <- cbind(X,s)
colnames(SA) <- c("Area", "Species")
SA<- data.frame(SA)
#plot(SA$Area, SA$Species)
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of P for each A.
P <- lapply(A, Productivity_Area, params)
t <- rep(A, unlist(lapply(P, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
p <- unlist(P)
t <- unlist(t)
PA <- cbind(t, p)
colnames(PA) <- c("Area", "Productivity")
PA<- data.frame(PA)
#plot(PA$Area, PA$Productivity)
Q<- merge(SA, PA, by.x="Area", by.y="Area")

#Graph S and P
#dev.new(width=5, height=5)
#par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
#plot(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, pch=1, cex=0.1, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', cex.lab = 1.5, font=2, pin =
c(4,4), mgp=c(1,1,0), xlab = "Agricultural Productivity", ylab= "Biodiversity")
#axis(lty = "solid",lwd = 2)
#lines(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', pos=1, offset= 1)
#box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
######
### Indifference curves
######
Indiff1 <- function(x, params)
{
u <- params$u
p <- params$p
s <- params$s
I<- (u-p*log(x))*s
return(I)
}

Indiff2 <- function(x, params)
{
u <- params$u
p <- params$p
s <- params$s
t <- params$t
I <- u*(2*u^t/(x^p))^(1/s)
return(I)
}

#### Define the parameters.
u <- 14.6
p <- 3
s <- 1
t <- 20
params <- list("u" = u, "p" = p, "s"=s)

u <- 16.2
params2 <- list("u" = u, "p" = p, "s"=s)
u <- 12.6
params3 <- list("u" = u, "p" = p, "s"=s)
u <- 10.9
params4 <- list("u" = u, "p" = p, "s"=s)
# The consumption values range between 0 and 17.
x <- seq(0.1, 17, by=0.1)
#################################
####For first family of equations
#################################
# Get the value of I for each x.
I <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params)
z <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i <- unlist(I)
Z <- unlist(z)
IC1 <- cbind(Z,i)
colnames(IC1) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity1")
IC1<- data.frame(IC1)
#plot(IC1$Consumption, IC1$Biodiversity)
# For curve 2 Get the value of I3 for each x.
I2 <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params2)
z2 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I2, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i2 <- unlist(I2)
Z2 <- unlist(z2)
IC2 <- cbind(Z2,i2)
colnames(IC2) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity2")
IC2<- data.frame(IC2)
#plot(IC2$Consumption, IC2$Biodiversity)
# For curve 3 Get the value of I3 for each x.
I3 <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params3)
z3 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I3, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i3 <- unlist(I3)

Z3 <- unlist(z3)
IC3 <- cbind(Z3,i3)
colnames(IC3) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity3")
IC3<- data.frame(IC3)
#plot(IC3$Consumption, IC3$Biodiversity3)
# For curve 4 Get the value of I4 for each x.
I4 <- lapply(x, Indiff1, params4)
z4 <- rep(x, unlist(lapply(I4, length)))
# Store the results for species area.
i4 <- unlist(I4)
Z4 <- unlist(z4)
IC4 <- cbind(Z4,i4)
colnames(IC4) <- c("Consumption", "Biodiversity4")
IC4<- data.frame(IC4)
#plot(IC4$Consumption, IC4$Biodiversity4)
M<- NULL
N <- merge(IC1, IC2, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
L <- merge(N, IC3, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
M <- merge(L, IC4, by.x="Consumption", by.y="Consumption")
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, xlim=c(0.5,16), xaxt='n', yaxt='n', ylim=c(0.5,15), pch=1, cex=0.1,
xlab=" ", ylab=" ")
axis(side,lty = "solid",lwd = 2, side=)
lines(Q$Productivity, Q$Species, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n')
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
par(new = TRUE)
plot(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity1, xlim=c(0.5,16),ylim=c(0.5,15), mgp=c(1,1,0), axes = FALSE,
cex.lab = 1.5, font=2, pin = c(4,4), xlab = "Agricultural Productivity", ylab= "Biodiversity", pch=1,
cex=0.1)
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity1, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="blue3")
#lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity2, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', lty=3, col="black")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity3, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="cornflowerblue")
lines(M$Consumption, M$Biodiversity4, type = "l", lwd =3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="skyblue")
########
###Time lags in shifting from one utility curve to another
#J. Cavender-Bares, Sept. 1, 2012
#ms ES-2014-6917
#FIGURE 2B

require(stats)
require(plotrix)
##Higher utility
#x=data.frame(seq(0,10, by=0.1))
x=data.frame(c(0,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4,4.5,5,6,7,8,9,10,11))
y=data.frame(c(6,6,6,6,5.8,5,4.2,4.0,4.2,5,6,7.5,7.8,7.9,7.95,7.98,8))

M <- data.frame(c(x,y))
colnames(M) <- c("x", "y")
U1 = 8
U2 = 6
U3 = 4
###FIGURE 2B
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(M$x, M$y, pch=1, ylim= c(0,14), mgp=c(1,1,0), col="white", xaxt='n', yaxt='n',cex=0.5, cex.lab =
1.5, xlab = "Time", ylab= "Realized Ecosystem Service Benefits")
abline(h=U1, col="blue3",lwd=3)
abline(h=U2, col="cornflowerblue", lwd=3)
abline(h=U3, col="skyblue", lwd=3)
lines(spline(M$x, M$y), type = "l", lty=1, lwd=5)
####END FIGURE 2########
####START FIGURE 3######
#Productivity and N uptake
##ms ES-2014-6917
#J. Cavender-Bares, Aug. 21, 2012
#with polyroot function written by Emma Goldberg for solving Scheffer 1993 equation for multiple
roots
#FIGURE 3 A-E
#### Define functions
Prod <- function(Na, Pparams)
{
Pmax <- Pparams$Pmax
hP <- Pparams$hP1
z1 <- Pmax * (Na / (Na + hP1))
return(z1)

}
goodProd <- function(Na, Pparams)
{
Pmax <- Pparams$Pmax
hP <- Pparams$hPgood
z1 <- Pmax * (Na / (Na + hPgood))
return(z1)
}
plot.Prod <- function(Na, Pparams)
{
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of A for each N.
z1 <- lapply(Na, Prod, Pparams)
#eqP <- lapply(z1, get.eqP)
# Plot the results.
y <- unlist(z1)
x <- rep(Na, unlist(lapply(z1, length)))
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(x, y, pch=1, cex=0.1, cex.lab = 1.5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', xlab = "Nutrients Applied", ylab =
"Agricultural Productivity", mgp=c(1,1,0)) #xaxt='n', yaxt='n',
#kg/ha
lines(x, y, type = "l", lwd =5) #, xaxt='n', yaxt='n'
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
}
#1 kilogram/hectare (kg/ha) = .8922 (.9) pounds/acre
#1 pound/acre = 1.121 (1.1) kilograms/hectare
plot.goodProd <- function(Na, Pparams)
{
# Get the equilibrium value of A for each N.
z1 <- lapply(Na, goodProd, Pparams)
#eqP <- lapply(z1, get.eqP)
# Plot the results.
y <- unlist(z1)
x <- rep(Na, unlist(lapply(z1, length)))
par(new=TRUE)
plot(x, y, xlab = "", ylab="", xaxt='n', yaxt='n', pch=1, cex=0.1, cex.lab = 1.5)
lines(x, y, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="red")
}

Nuptake<- function(Na, Pparams)

{
Nmax <- Pparams$Nmax
Nup <- Nmax * (Na / (Na + hN1))
Nload<-(Na-Nup)
Nconc<-a*Nload
return(Nup)
}

Nload<- function(Na, Pparams)
{
Nmax <- Pparams$Nmax
Nup <- Nmax * (Na / (Na + hN1))
Nload<-(Na-Nup)
Nconc<-a*Nload
return(Nload)
}

plot.Nstorage <- function(Na, Pparams)
{
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of A for each N.
z <- lapply(Na, Nuptake, Pparams)
# Plot the results.
y <- unlist(z)
x <- rep(Na, unlist(lapply(z, length)))
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(x, y, xlab = "Nutrients Applied", ylab = "Ecosystem Nutrient Storage", cex=.1, xaxt='n',
yaxt='n', mgp=c(1,1,0), xlim=c(0,250), ylim=c(0,250), cex.lab=1.5, font=2)
#kg/ha
lines(x, y, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="black")
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
}
plot.Nstorage2 <- function(Na, Pparams2)
{
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of A for each N.
z <- lapply(Na, Nuptake, Pparams2)
# Plot the results.
y <- unlist(z)
x <- rep(Na, unlist(lapply(z, length)))
par(new=TRUE)

plot(x, y, xlab = " ", ylab = " ", cex=.1, mgp=c(1,1,0), xaxt='n', yaxt='n', xlim=c(0,250),
ylim=c(0,250))
lines(x, y, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="blue")
}
plot.Nwater <- function(Na, Pparams)
{
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of A for each N.
z <- lapply(Na, Nload, Pparams)
# Plot the results.
y <- unlist(z)
x <- rep(Na, unlist(lapply(z, length)))
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(x, y, xlab = "Nutrients Applied", ylab = "Nutrient Runoff", xaxt='n', yaxt='n', cex=.1,
mgp=c(1,1,0), xlim=c(0,250), ylim=c(0,250), cex.lab=1.5, font=2)
#kg/ha
lines(x, y, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="black")
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
}
plot.Nwater2 <- function(Na, Pparams2)
{
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of A for each N.
z <- lapply(Na, Nload, Pparams2)
# Plot the results.
y <- unlist(z)
x <- rep(Na, unlist(lapply(z, length)))
par(new=TRUE)
plot(x, y, xlab = " ", ylab = " ", cex=.1, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', xlim=c(0,250), ylim=c(0,200))
lines(x, y, lty=6, lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="blue")
}
#### Define the parameters.
Pmax <- 50 #0.5
hP1 <- 100 #1#bad technology
hPgood<- 30#good technology
Nmax <- 45
hN1<- 65
a <- 1

Pparams <- list("Pmax" = Pmax, "hP" = hP1, "Nmax"=Nmax, "hN"= hN1, "hPgood" = hPgood, "a" = a)

Pmax <- 50 #0.5
hP1 <-100 #1#bad technology

hPgood<- 30#good technology
Nmax <-160
hN1<- 230
a <- 1
Pparams2 <- list("Pmax" = Pmax, "hP" = hP1, "Nmax"=Nmax, "hN"= hN1, "hPgood" = hPgood, "a" =
a)
# Specify the range of N applied (Na) values to consider.
Na <- seq(0, 200, by=0.01) #seq(0, 500, by=1)

# Get the equilibrium value(s) of A for each N.
q <- lapply(Na, Nload, Pparams)
t <- lapply(Na, Nload, Pparams2)
h <- lapply(Na, Prod, Pparams)
j <- lapply(Na, goodProd, Pparams)
# Store the results for productivity.
P <- unlist(h)
J <- unlist(j)
# Store the results for water [N].
Nconc <- unlist(q)
Nconc2 <-unlist(t)
NP<-data.frame(Nconc)
NP$Na1<-data.frame(Na)
NP$Prod<-P
NP$goodProd<-J
NP2<-data.frame(Nconc2)
NP2$Na1<-data.frame(Na)
NP2$Prod<-P
NP2$goodProd<-J
#colnames(NP)<-c("Nconc","Na","Prod")
#Nco<-data.frame(Nc)
#---------------------------------------------------------### This section written by Emma Goldberg
### Scheffer et al. 1993, Box 1 ###
### 30 July 2012 eeg@uic.edu ###
# First, set dA/dt = 0, substitute in the expression for V, and multiply
# everything out. The result is this expression, as long as A and c are not
# zero:
# hV * A^(p+1) - M * A^p + hA^p * (hV + 1) * A - M * hA^p = 0
# where M = (r / c) * (N / (N + hN)) * hV
# The solution below assumes that p is a whole number: 0, 1, 2, etc.

# Then, the expression above is a polynomial in A, and R's polyroot() function
# can be used to find the solutions.
#-------------------------------------------------# Define functions
#-------------------------------------------------# Assemble a vector of the polynomial coefficients.
get.coef <- function(N, params)
{
p <- params$p
if (!is.integer(p) | p < 0)
stop("p must be a non-negative integer")
hA <- params$hA
hV <- params$hV
hN <- params$hN
cval <- params$c
r <- params$r
M <- (r / cval) * (N / (N + hN)) * hV
z0 <- -hA^p * M
# the constant
z1 <- hA^p * (hV + 1) # the coefficient of A
zp <- -M
# the coefficient of A^p
zp1 <- hV
# the coefficient of A^(p+1)
z <- rep(0, p+2)
z[1] <- z0
z[2] <- z1
z[p+1] <- z[p+1] + zp
z[p+2] <- z[p+2] + zp1
return(z)
}
# Get the roots of that polynomial, which are the equilibrium values of A.
get.eqA <- function(z)
{
ans <- polyroot(z)
# Keep only the real, non-negative roots.
i <- which(abs(Im(ans) - 0) < 1e-12)
reals <- Re(ans[i])
j <- which(reals >= 0)
return(reals[j])
}
# Plot the equilibrium values of A for the provided values of N.
plot.eqA <- function(N, params)

{
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of A for each N.
z <- lapply(N, get.coef, params)
eqA <- lapply(z, get.eqA)
# Plot the results.
y <- unlist(eqA)
x <- rep(N, unlist(lapply(eqA, length)))
# plot(x, y, xlab = "N", ylab = "eq A", xlim=c(0,100), ylim=c(0,1))
#Fig.2D
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(x, y, xlab = "Water Nutrient Concentration", ylab = "Algae (Turbidity)", xaxt='n',
yaxt='n', xlim=c(0,100), ylim=c(0,1), mgp=c(1,1,0), pch=1, cex=.5, cex.lab = 1.5, font=2)
#mg/L
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
}
plot.eqA2 <- function(N, params)
{
# Get the equilibrium value(s) of A for each N.
z <- lapply(N, get.coef, params)
eqA <- lapply(z, get.eqA)
# Plot the results.
y <- unlist(eqA)
x <- rep(N, unlist(lapply(eqA, length)))
#plot(x, y, xlab = "N", ylab = "eq A" )
par(new=TRUE)
plot(x, y, xlab = " ", ylab = " ", xaxt='n', yaxt='n' , xlim=c(0,100), ylim=c(0,1), mgp=c(1,1,0),
pch=1, cex=.1, col="blue")
}
#-------------------------------------------------# Obtain results
#-------------------------------------------------# Define the parameters.
hA <- 0.5 #0.5
hV <- 0.5 #0.5 #0.51 works well
hN <- 0.9 #1
r <- 1.01 #1
cval <- 1 #1
# = c; avoid clashing with R's c() function
p <- as.integer(4)#as.integer(4) # for the solution here to work, p must be a whole number
params <- list("hA" = hA, "hV" = hV, "hN" = hN, "c" = cval, "r" = r, "p" = p)

N<-Nconc

#Fig. 2D
# Plot the equilibrium values of A as a function of N.
plot.eqA(N, params)
z <- lapply(N, get.coef, params)
eqA <- lapply(z, get.eqA)
y <- unlist(eqA)
x <- rep(N, unlist(lapply(eqA, length)))

#ylim=c(0.2,0.8), xlim=c(1,200)
N<-Nconc2
# Plot the equilibrium values of A as a function of N.
#plot.eqA2(N, params)
z2 <- lapply(N, get.coef, params)
eqA <- lapply(z2, get.eqA)
y2 <- unlist(eqA)
x2 <- rep(N, unlist(lapply(eqA, length)))

##--------------------------------------------------######### J. Cavender-Bares
#Store results in matrix; matrix includes water quality as a negative linear function of algae
AN <- cbind(x,y,1-y)
colnames(AN)<-c("Nconc","A","W")
Q<-merge(AN,NP, by.x = "Nconc", by.y = "Nconc", all=TRUE)
AN2 <- cbind(x2,y2,1-y2)
colnames(AN2)<-c("Nconc2","A2","W2")
Q2<-merge(AN2,NP2, by.x = "Nconc2", by.y = "Nconc2", all=TRUE)
##graph individual relationships
#plot(Q$Prod, Q$A, xlab = "Productivity (Kg m-2 y-1)", ylab = "Algae", pch=1, cex=0.1)
#plot(Q$Prod, Q$W, xlab = "Productivity (Kg m-2 y-1)", ylab = "Water quality services", pch=1,
cex=0.1)
#plot(Q$goodProd, Q$W, xlab = "High Precision Productivity (Kg m-2 y-1)", ylab = "Water quality
services", pch=1, cex=0.1)

#plot(Q2$Prod, Q2$W, xlab = "High Precision Productivity (Kg m-2 y-1)", ylab = "Water quality
services", pch=1, cex=0.1)

####PLOT COMBINED graphs
##FIGURES
#Fig. 3A
# Plot the equilibrium values of P as a function of N applied.
plot.Prod(Na, Pparams)
# Plot the equilibrium values of P as a function of N applied.
plot.goodProd(Na, Pparams)
#Fig.3B
# Plot the equilibrium values of [N] as a function of N applied.Bad technology
plot.Nstorage(Na, Pparams)
# Plot the equilibrium values of [N] as a function of N applied.Good technology
plot.Nstorage2(Na, Pparams2)
#Fig. 3C
# Plot the equilibrium values of [N] as a function of N applied.Bad technology
plot.Nwater(Na, Pparams)
# Plot the equilibrium values of [N] as a function of N applied.Good technology
plot.Nwater2(Na, Pparams2)
Fig. 3E
# first plot
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(Q$Prod, Q$W, ylim=c(0.2,1), xlim=c(0,50), axes = FALSE, xlab = "Agricultural Productivity",
ylab = "Water Quality", xaxt='n', yaxt='n', pch=1, mgp=c(1,1,0), cex=.5, cex.lab = 1.5, font=2)
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
# second plot
par(new = TRUE)
plot(Q$goodProd, Q$W, ylim=c(0.2,1), xlim=c(0,50), xlab=" ", ylab=" ", xaxt='n', yaxt='n', pch=1,
cex=.5, type = "p", col="red")

# third plot
par(new = TRUE)
plot(Q2$Prod, Q2$W2, ylim=c(0.2,1), xlim=c(0,50), xlab=" ", ylab=" ", xaxt='n', yaxt='n', pch=1,
cex=.5, type = "p", col="blue")
######END FIGURE 3#######

####START FIGURE 4#######
#Cattle herbivores and vegetation, from May 1977
#J. Cavender-Bares, Aug. 21, 2012
#ms ES-2014-6917
#FIGURE 4 A,C

#### Define functions
dB_dt <- function(B, params)
{
r <- params$r
K <- params$K
a <- r*B*(1-(B/K))
return(a)
}
Consumption <- function(B, params)
{
r <- params$r
K <- params$K
L<-params$lamda
G<-params$gamma
d<-params$d
b <- G*d*B^2/(L+B^2) #L can have an exponent or not
return(b)
}

Density <- function(B, params)
{
r <- params$r
K <- params$K
L<-params$lamda
G<-params$gamma
a <- r*(1-(B/K))
b <- (L+B^2)/(B*G) #An exponent after L extends the bottom line
x<-a*b

return(x)
}
Biomass <- function(B, params)
{
r2 <- params$r2
L<-params$lamda
G<-params$gamma

x <- (L*(G-r2)/r2)^0.5
return(x)
}
Herbivors <- function(B, params) #This one will go in paper
{
L<-2
g<-1
r2<-0.25
# L<-params$lamda
# G<-params$G
#o<-params$tau
#r2<-params$r2
x<-L*(o - r2)
b<-x/r2
H<- b^0.5
return(H)
}
#### Define the parameters.
r <- 1.1
r2<-0.25
K <- 50
gamma <- 1 #same as r2
alpha <- 0.5
lamda <- 2
d <- 3
G <- 1.5
tau<-2
o<-2 #same as tau
L<-2 #same as lambda
#change d to change consumption levels
params <- list("r" = r, "K" = K, "gamma"=gamma, "alpha"= alpha, "lamda"= lamda, "d"=d, g="g",
G="G", tau="tau")

# Specify the range of biomass values (B) to consider.
B <- seq(0, 60, by=0.01) #seq(0, 50, by=0.1)
# Get the values of dB_dt for each B.
dBdt <- lapply(B, dB_dt, params)
x <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(dBdt, length)))

plot(x, dBdt, ylim= (c(0.5,15)), cex=0.1)
#lines(x, dbdt, type = "l", lwd = 2, xaxt='n', yaxt='n')
#FIGURE
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(x, dBdt, ylim= (c(0,13)), cex=0.1, , xaxt='n', yaxt='n', xlab = "Biomass", ylab= "dB/dt")
axis(lty = "solid",lwd = 2)
lines(x, dBdt, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n')
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
# Get the values of consumption for each B.
dBdt <- lapply(B, Consumption, params)
x <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(dBdt, length)))
par(new = TRUE)
plot(x, dBdt, ylim= (c(0,13)), cex=0.1, lwd=3, col="blue", xaxt='n', yaxt='n',xlab = "", ylab= "")
# Get the values of consumption for each B.
dBdt2 <- lapply(B, Consumption, params2)
x <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(dBdt2, length)))
par(new = TRUE)
plot(x, dBdt2, ylim= (c(0,13)), cex=0.1,lwd=2, col="red",xaxt='n', yaxt='n',xaxt='n', yaxt='n',xlab = "",
ylab= "")
# Get the values of consumption for each B.
dBdt3 <- lapply(B, Consumption, params3)
x <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(dBdt3, length)))
par(new = TRUE)
plot(x, dBdt3, ylim= (c(0,13)), cex=0.1, lwd=2, col="green",xaxt='n', yaxt='n', xaxt='n', yaxt='n',xlab
= "", ylab= "")
# Specify the range of biomass values (B) to consider.
B <- seq(0.1, 60, by=0.01) #seq(0, 50, by=0.1)

# Get the equilibrium value(s) of D for each B.
D <- lapply(B, Density, params)

z <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(D, length)))
# Store the results for density.
d <- unlist(D)
b <- unlist(z)
bd <- cbind(b,d)
colnames(bd) <- c("B", "D")
#Graph D and B
#Fig. 4
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
#xaxt='n', yaxt='n',
plot(D,B, pch=1, cex=0.1, xlim=c(0.5,15),ylim=c(-2, max(B)-5), xlab = "Cattle Density", ylab=
"Ecosystem Biomass", cex.lab = 1.5, col="gray")
lines(D, B, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="black")
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
#Store results in matrix;
DB <- cbind(D,B)
colnames(DB)<-c("D","B")
#Fig. 4A
bb <- lapply(B, Herbivors, params)
zz <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(bb, length)))
# Results for minimum ecosystem biomass.
EB <- unlist(bb)
x <- unlist(zz)
##ADD biomass maintained by consumption.
#xaxt='n', yaxt='n',
par(new = TRUE)
#abline(h=max(B), col="red", lty="solid", lwd=3)
plot(x, EB, cex=0.3, xlab = " ", ylab= " ", xlim=c(0.5,15), ylim = c(-2, max(B)-5), col="red")
lines(x, EB,lwd=5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="red")
#abline(h=Bio, col="red", lty="solid", lwd=3)
#Fig. 4B
# Get the equilibrium values of B for each D.
b3 <- lapply(B, Herbivors3, params)
z3 <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(b3, length)))
# Results for minimum ecosystem biomass.
EB3 <- unlist(b3)
x3 <- unlist(z3)
#FIGURE 4C

#### Define functions
dB_dt <- function(B, params)
{
r <- params$r
K <- params$K
a <- r*B*(1-(B/K))
return(a)
}
Consumption <- function(B, params)
{
r <- params$r
K <- params$K
L<-params$lamda
G<-params$gamma
d<-params$d
b <- G*d*B^2/(L+B^2) #L can have an exponent or not
return(b)
}

Density <- function(B, params)
{
r <- params$r
K <- params$K
L<-params$lamda
G<-params$gamma
a <- r*(1-(B/K))
b <- (L+B^2)/(B*G) #An exponent after L extends the bottom line
x<-a*b
return(x)
}
Biomass <- function(B, params)
{
r2 <- params$r2
L<-params$lamda
G<-params$gamma

x <- (L*(G-r2)/r2)^0.5
return(x)
}
Herbivors <- function(B, params) #This one will go in paper
{
L<-2
g<-1
r2<-1
o<-2
# L<-params$lamda
# G<-params$G
# t<-params$t
#r2<-params$r2
a<-L*(o-r2)
b<-a/r2
H<- b^0.5
return(H)
}
Herbivors3 <- function(B, params) #This one will go in paper
{
L<-2
L<-params$lamda
H<- L+B^2
return(H)
}
#### Define the parameters.
r <- 1.1
r2<-1
K <- 50
gamma <- 1.1
alpha <- 0.5
lamda <- 2
d <- 3
G <- 1.5
t<-1
#change d to change consumption levels
params <- list("r" = r, "K" = K, "gamma"=gamma, "alpha"= alpha, "lamda"= lamda, "d"=d, g="g",
G="G", t="t")

d<-2
params2 <- list("r" = r, "K" = K, "gamma"=gamma, "alpha"= alpha, "lamda"= lamda, "d"=d)
d<-4
params3 <- list("r" = r, "K" = K, "gamma"=gamma, "alpha"= alpha, "lamda"= lamda, "d"=d)

# Specify the range of biomass values (B) to consider.
B <- seq(0, 60, by=0.01) #seq(0, 50, by=0.1)
# Get the values of dB_dt for each B.
dBdt <- lapply(B, dB_dt, params)
x <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(dBdt, length)))

plot(x, dBdt, ylim= (c(0.5,15)), cex=0.1)
#lines(x, dbdt, type = "l", lwd = 2, xaxt='n', yaxt='n')
#PLOT
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(x, dBdt, ylim= (c(0,13)), cex=0.1, , xaxt='n', yaxt='n', xlab = "Biomass", ylab= "dB/dt")
axis(lty = "solid",lwd = 2)
lines(x, dBdt, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n')
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)
# Get the values of consumption for each B.
dBdt <- lapply(B, Consumption, params)
x <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(dBdt, length)))
par(new = TRUE)
plot(x, dBdt, ylim= (c(0,13)), cex=0.1, lwd=3, col="blue", xaxt='n', yaxt='n',xlab = "", ylab= "")
# Get the values of consumption for each B.
dBdt2 <- lapply(B, Consumption, params2)
x <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(dBdt2, length)))
par(new = TRUE)
plot(x, dBdt2, ylim= (c(0,13)), cex=0.1,lwd=2, col="red",xaxt='n', yaxt='n',xaxt='n', yaxt='n',xlab = "",
ylab= "")
# Get the values of consumption for each B.
dBdt3 <- lapply(B, Consumption, params3)
x <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(dBdt3, length)))
par(new = TRUE)
plot(x, dBdt3, ylim= (c(0,13)), cex=0.1, lwd=2, col="green",xaxt='n', yaxt='n', xaxt='n', yaxt='n',xlab
= "", ylab= "")
# Specify the range of biomass values (B) to consider.

B <- seq(0.1, 60, by=0.01) #seq(0, 50, by=0.1)

# Get the equilibrium value(s) of D for each B.
D <- lapply(B, Density, params)
z <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(D, length)))
# Store the results for density.
d <- unlist(D)
b <- unlist(z)
bd <- cbind(b,d)
colnames(bd) <- c("B", "D")

#Fig. 4
dev.new(width=5, height=5)
par(mar=c(5, 5, 4, 4))
plot(D,B, pch=1, cex=0.1, xlim=c(0.5,15),ylim=c(-2, max(B)-5), xlab = "Cattle Density", ylab=
"Ecosystem Biomass", cex.lab = 1.5, col="gray")
lines(D, B, type = "l", lwd =5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="black")
box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", lwd=3)

#Store results in matrix;
DB <- cbind(D,B)
colnames(DB)<-c("D","B")

#Fig. 4A
bb <- lapply(B, Herbivors, params)
zz <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(bb, length)))

#Fig. 4B
# Get the equilibrium values of B for each D.
b3 <- lapply(B, Herbivors3, params)
z3 <- rep(B, unlist(lapply(b3, length)))
# Results for minimum ecosystem biomass.
EB3 <- unlist(b3)
x3 <- unlist(z3)
##ADD biomass maintained by consumption.
par(new = TRUE)
plot(EB3, x3, cex=0.3, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', xlab = " ", ylab= " ", xlim=c(0.5,15), ylim = c(-2, max(B)-5),
col="red")
lines(EB3, x3, lwd=5, xaxt='n', yaxt='n', col="red")

